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Aristotle's Definition of the Soul: Why Was it Misunderstood
for Centuries? The Dubious Lines An im. II l,412bl-4

By Abraham P. Bos, Amsterdam

Abstract: At least from AD 200 onwards Aristotle's definition of the soul has
been misinterpreted. The soul is not the entelechy of a body 'furnished with
organs' but of a body which is the soul's instrument (not only for producing
organs, but for perception and locomotion as well). But what made the mistake
so natural that nobody became suspicious in eighteen hundred years? No doubt
this was due to lines II l,412bl-4 of On the Soul, where the parts of plants are
called 'organal These lines must have originated from a marginal note like one
we find in ms E (Parisinus gr. 1853).

1. Introduction

Aristotle, On the Soul II 1 is of crucial importance.1 However, no justice has been
done to it in the exegetical tradition. In the first part of the chapter Aristotle
develops his famous definition of the soul.2 But for centuries this definition
has been misinterpreted.3 At least since Alexander of Aphrodisias (AD 200)
scholars have accepted the view that Aristotle interpreted the soul as: 'the first
entelechy of a natural body equipped with organs'.4

1 Cf M Furth (1988) 147 "The pivotal section of the work is chapter 1 of Book n" and CH Kahn
(1966) 67 See also WD Ross (1961) 10 "The conception of soul as the entelechy of the hving
body is so much the central conception of the De Anima that ",see also p 15

2 Anim II l,412b5-6 âvcAé^eux i) reponri ooipG'coç (pvoiKOÛ ôpycmKOt) (text A Jannone and E
Barbotin 1966) Cf 412a27-28

3 That the text of Anim II 1 was the source of many misunderstandings must be due to the fact
that the text as such was not intended for publication, but primarily for the author, Anstotle
himself The Aristotelian Corpus must go back to his private archival material

4 Cf Alex Aphrod Anim I6,ll(ed I Bruns,1887) egti yap 6pyo.vi.K0v go)|ig to £%ov nXeiisi te kgI
bvaçépovTO pépîi \|/i>xvkgîç buvapeovv brnipeTeioSav buvapeva Quaest 54,9-11 BecauseAristotle
states m Hist anim VII (IX) 3,583bl5-28 that a male foetus is still avapSpov, GôiapSponov
(unarticulated) during its first 40 days, scholars later concluded that such a foetus does not
yet contain a soul Cf G Jerouschek (1988) 14-16,41 and L G M Spruit (1991) 68 D A Jones

(2004) 21-32 is much more accurate But Anstotle does not say such a thing anywhere And it
would clash with his views in Gener anim II 1 and Anim. II l,412b27 and 5,417bl6-18, where he

explicitly declares the soul to be present in semen If Anstotle had really wanted to talk about'a
body that possesses differentiated parts', he would have written ocopc öippöpcopevov But to effect
this differentiation, the soul always needs an 'instrumental body' Anstotle's remarks in Anim III
12,434b4-5,434al3and II7,418b9 should also have counted more significantly against Alexander
of Aphrodisias' interpretation G E R Lloyd (1996) 42, who talks about "the perceptive soul,
which is supphed by the male parent and is present, again potentially, only at the point when a
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Aristotle's Definition of the Soul 141

This traditional hylomorphistic interpretation of On the Soul should be
abandoned5 The unity of the soul as first entelechy with its soma orgamkon is

not a unity with the visible body 'equipped with organs', but a unity of the soul
as first entelechy with its 'instrumental body',6 which for Aristotle is also the
soul's instrument for perception as well as its instrument for locomotion

Aristotle calls this instrumental body the ëpipUTOV or aujupurov irveupct or
'vital heat',7 EjKpvroç ôepgÔTTiç, £|i\j/i)%o<; ôepgÔTTiç (Anim II 4,416b29),
ôepjiOTTiç (Gener anim III 2,752a2, ll,762a20), (pvaiKTj 0£p|iOTTi<; (Meteor IV
3,380a20), Çwtiktj 0£p|iOTTj<; (luv 12 (6) 473a9), to 0£pgov (Anim II 4,416b29,
Spir 9,485a28), to tpvatKOV 0£pji6v (Meteor IV 3,380a22), \ja)%ikov irup (Resp
15,478al6), £|i\j/i)%o<; ovaicc (Mund 4,394bll), tpvatKOV irup (Resp 8,474bl0-13)
etc It has been claimed too often that Aristotle's On the Soul can be understood
without paying attention to Aristotle's doctrine of pneuma as vital principle
And without any justification J Annas has categorically stated "Aristotle has no
overall coherent view of the biological role of pneuma, perhaps he would have
developed one if he had lived longer "8

new animal is recognisable as such',' also fails to solve how this perceptive soul is added From
Plutarch, Quaestiones Platonicae 8,1006D (ed H Cherniss 1976) and [Hippolytus], Refutatio
Omnium Haeresium VII 24,1-2 (ed M Marcovich 1986) it is evident that before Alexander of
Aphrodisias a different exegesis of 'orgamkon' was accepted It is remarkable that these texts
have never been mentioned in commentaries on Aristotle, De Anima

5 a AP Bos (2003) 363-368
6 There has been a change to the translation 'instrumental', 'serving as an instrument' in recent

times See ML Gill (1989) 133,220, G Reale and A P Bos (1995) 288, GE R Lloyd (1996) 41,
S Everson (1997) 64, A P Bos (2003) esp 69-122, See also J Barnes (1999) 121, B Schomakers

(2000) 219,220, R Ferwerda(2000) 19, id ,(2005) 136, D Gutierrez Giraldo (2001) 164,S Menn
(2002) 110 n 40, L M de Rijk (2002) vol 1,50 n 145, L P Gerson (2005) 136, D Quarantotto
(2005) 240, D Bronstein (2006) 425, J Dillon (2007) 55 n 7, P Gregonc (2007) 19 and 23, R
King (2007) 323, R Polansky (2007) 161,K Corcilius (2008) 31 'werkzeughaft', F Buddensiek
(2009) 311, M Canarsa (2009) 76 n 79, J Dillon (2009) 353 n 7 ('perhaps'), P Macfarlane and
R Polansky (2009) 113, M Mighon (2009) 243-244, C Shields (2009b) 283

7 a A P Bos and R Ferwerda (2007) and (2008)
8 J Annas (1992) 20 Cf also D Bronstein (2006) 426 "The De anima definition focuses on the

soul's relation to the visible body, while the biological works emphasize pneuma", R Kmg
(2007) 323 "Now, there is hardly a whiff ofpneuma in DeAn "In a more general sense I During
(1966) 343-344 "Viele Gelehrte haben versucht, entweder eme aristotelische Theorie über
die Lebenswarme oder eine über das Pneuma zu rekonstruieren Keiner dieser Versuche halt
einer Gegenüberstellung mit den vorhegenden Aussagen des Aristoteles stand, wahrscheinlich
deshalb nicht, weil Aristoteles die Aufstellung einer konsequenten Theorie nie zu Ende gefuhrt
hat", M C Nussbaum (1978) 143 "One of the thorniest exegetical problems confronting an

interpreter of MA is the theory of the symphyton pneuma, or innate breath, presented in the
treatise's penultimate chapter The theory is internally obscure, one of a series of cryptic pointers
towards a fuller account of this pneuma that Anstotle may have planned, or even composed, but
which does not survive', ibid 161 'But in the absence of the detailed account of its operations
that we suspect Aristotle at some point either wrote or planned, they strike us as a somewhat
incredible promotional effort",ibid 163 "We had better regard the theory as one in the course
of development and pneuma as a hypothetical gap filler whose workings cannot be scrutinized
too closely", G E R Lloyd (1996) 46 "What little Anstotle has to say on the subject of pneuma
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2. What Is Wrong with the Exegesis oVSôma Organikon'?

There is a fundamental error m the traditional description of the soul as 'the
first £VT£^£%eicc of a natural body furnished with organs for the exercise of its
faculties,' as formulated by WD Ross (1961) 20

(a) In the first place there is the problem that 'a body furnished with organs' is
something entirely different from 'a body which potentially has life' For 'a body
furnished with organs' is already a living body
(b) Another objection to this formulation is the assumption that Aristotle made
the beginner's error of drawing up a definition which already contains the
definiendum 'the soul is the first entelechy of an ensouled body'
(c) However, opyctviKOV never means 'furnished with organs' m Aristotle, but
always 'instrumental', 'serving as an instrument'9 It is out of the question that
only m the definition of soul the word opyctviKOV has been given a meaning
which it does not have anywhere else10

(d) Also, m that case it is totally unclear from what moment the soul is present
as £VT£^£%£icc For at the moment of fertilization there is no question yet of 'a
body furnished with organs for the exercise of its faculties' This would mean
that the soul only enters a kutjiicx m a later phase of the development of the

is notoriously obscure and has occasioned protracted scholarly debate" K Corcihus (2008)
332 "Aristoteles'Äusserungen zum symphyton pneuma sind spärlich und zudem schwer unter
einen Hut zu bringen" G Freudenthal (1995) 112 "Now, scholars are in general agreement that
Aristotle never completely worked out the theory of connate pneuma Therefore, the task which
faces the interpreter is to make a plausible guess as to what Anstotle intended to accomplish by
introducing the concept of pneuma into his physiology What, we should ask, were the problems
he sought to solve9" Freudenthal himself concludes on p 136 "Aristotle apparently groped
toward a general theory of connate pneuma, which was to describe the physiology of all soul
functions", id (2009) 249 See now also F Buddensiek (2009)

9 Cf Anim III 9,432bl8 'some part instrumental towards this movement' (transi W S Hett (1936)
183) - popiov opycmtcov -, and b25 'parts instrumental to progression' - to opycmi-ca pepij Tfjç

jiopeiccç - H Bonitz, Index Anstotehcus 521a20^19 mentions 23 passages To these might be
added six more Anim III 9,432bl8, Hist anim I 6,491a26, Part anim II l,647a2, Inc anim
3,705b2, Gener anim. II 6,742b2, blO C Shields (2009) 282 n 22 is right that on the basis of
most of these texts it might be concluded that "anything which is sufficiently structured to be

'organikon' must already be anhomoiomerous " But that is because Anstotle is speaking there
about'instrumental parts' However, when Anstotle speaks about the'instrumental body'of the
soul he means the body that is necessary for the production of these anhomoiomerous parts

10 Cf C Shields (2009) 282-283 'The word has this meaning nowhere in Anstotle ' Pace R Bolton
(1978) 275 n 6 and F Ricken SJ (2005) 426 in his review of A P Bos (2003) "Die traditionelle
Interpretation versteht unter soma organikon einen Korper, der mit Organen ausgestattet ist An
allen anderen Stellen, die der Index von Bonitz bnngt, hat organikon nach B jedoch nicht diese

Bedeutung, es wurde vielmehr gebraucht fur Dinge die instrumental sind, d h ,die als Mitteloder
Werkzeug dienen Das mag zutreffen, schheßt jedoch nicht aus, daß Aristoteles das Wort in De
anima II 1 anders gebraucht Daß das der Fall ist, wnd aus den unmittelbar folgenden Zeilen
(412blA) deutlich " See also M D Boen (2009) 62-63 with n 15 and R W Sharpies (2009) 159

n 23 "A major difficulty to Bos's interpretation of Anstotle is that 412bl—4 need to be deleted
as a mistaken gloss"
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KWijicc. ButAristotle never talked about this in his œuvre. He did establish in On
the Soul II l,412b27 that semen of animals and fruit of plants already possesses
soul. And in Generation ofAnimals II l,735a20-22 he established emphatically
that directly after fertilization the kvtuicc grows and develops thanks to the
vegetative function of its own soul.11

(e) An urgent question for the traditional view is what principle leads the
development of an embryo from the moment of copulation to the situation in
which the embryo can be characterized as 'furnished with organs'.

(f) On the other hand the Aristotelian view was that soul is already present in
semen and in the fruit of a plant,12 and therefore a acojicc opyctviKOV of the soul
is also present, even if it is not a 'body furnished with organs', but a body with
potential for vegetative activity (and in the case of human semen potential for
perception and intellective activity). For the powers of the soul are immediately
present with the existence of the soul, and long before the instrumental parts of
the visible body have been formed.
(g) If the acojicc opyctviKOV can be taken to designate the aujitpVTOV Ttveujicc, there
would also be complete agreement between Aristotle's biological works and
his On the Soul, which in so many respects serves as the doctrinal basis of the
biological writings and is frequently referred to there as having already been
written.
(h) It is then clear that Aristotle is referring to this specific soul-body whenever
he declares that the soul cannot undergo all its 7ia0Ti 'without body'.
(i) And it is then clear what he means when he says in 13,407b25-26 that just as

a craft needs to use its instruments, so the soul needs to use its body.
(j) It is then clear that the soul uses the vegetative heat (to 0ep|i6v - Anim.
II 4,416b29; Spir. 9,485a28 -, \jn)%iicri ©epgOTTiç, £|i\j/v%oç 0£pji6tti<; - Anim. II
4,416b29 -, yuyncov jrup) as its instrumental body for its vegetative, nutritive
and generative functions. Aristotle can only have designated 'ensouled heat',
'ensouled fire' or 'ensouled air' (Anim. II 8,420b7) in this way because he saw

11 Cf A P Bos (2009) In Anim II 5,417bl6-18 Aristotle also says explicitly 'The first change in
the sensitive part (of the soul) is caused by the male parent, and when it has been begotten the

subject has sensation in the sense in which we spoke of the mere possession of knowledge'-Tofi
S' cda&TjTVKofifi pev jipomj peraßoWj javercamo rob yevvrâvcoç, brav Sèyevvrjôrî, £%£i fjôij cocmep

em.crrf|[iTiv Kcd to cdaGavecrGca. - Aristotle is not talking here about the moment of birth, as is
suggested by the translations of WS Hett (1936) 99, WD Ross (1961) 234 "the first stage in the

history of the capacity is the imparting of it by the parent to the child at birth" and J A Smith
in J Barnes (ed vol 1 (1984) 664, but about the moment of conception, as A Jannone and E
Barbotin (1966) 45 and P Thillet (2005) 122 make clear Cf D W Hamlyn (1968) 102 "The first
change takes place on conception " Cf Gener anim II l,735al3 From the moment of his

conception man is a hving being endowed with potential for perception although this potentiality
is not yet actualized

12 Cf R Polansky (2007) 159 "If we go back to the seed we arrive at a condition where such life is

only a potentiality Seeds can remain in this condition of potentiality for a long time " However,
rather disappointingly, he continues "Perhaps this goes back too far m the genesis of the hving
being since the definition of soul may not apply to the seed "
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souls as forms of the 'instrumental body of the soul' which he postulated. That
Alexander of Aphrodisias disagreed with him does not alter this fact.

(k) The soul uses its aia0Tycr|pia as instruments for perception (and these
cda0nT1lPlct are plainly different from the 'instrumental parts' - such as eyes and
ears - of the visible body).
(1) The soul needs Ttvevjicc as a material instrument for effecting locomotion
(.Anim. Ill 10,433bl9-20), just as Aristotle argued in Motion ofAnimals 10.

(m) This explains why Aristotle does not say in III 4 that the intellect does not
need 'a body equipped with organs', but that it does not need 'an instrument',
(n) In this reading, the definition of the soul is wholly compatible with Aristotle's
proposition in Generation of Animals II 3,736b29-27al that the Ôuvagiç of
every soul seems to have something of a body different from and more divine
than the so-called elements, viz. Ttvevjicc.

(o) In this reading, we can recognize that this definition also tallies with the
proposition of On the Cosmos 4,394b9-ll that Ttvevjicc is an 'ensouled substance'

- r[ -re ev (pvroîç Kai Çcooiç... ouaicc -13 and with the treatise On the Life-
Bearing Spirit (De Spiritu), which W. Jaeger and other modern authors have
wrongly dated almost a hundred years after Aristotle, and where the aujupurov
TCveûjicc is said to be connected with the soul in a natural unity (l,481al7),and is
called the soul's instrument in chapter 9,485bl-10.
(p) Hence he can also say On the Soul II 4,415bl8 that all 'natural bodies' are
instruments of the soul, in reference to the four sublunary elements, which play
an important role in his theory of perception.14
(q) And hence Aristotle in On the Soul II 4,415b7 can freely talk about semen
as 'instrument of the soul'.15

3. So Where Does the Misinterpretation Come From?

But how then is it possible that for centuries everybody felt free to interpret atopcc

opyctviKOV as 'a body equipped with organs'? This is hard to reconstruct in the
case of Alexander of Aphrodisias. It is certainly conceivable that, five hundred
years after Aristotle's active period, he wanted to put forward a modernized
version of Aristotle's philosophy, and remove vulnerable positions of his great
predecessor. Plotinus dealt with Plato's legacy in comparable fashion.

But with regard to modern readers we will doubtless have to concur with
R. Bolton, F. Ricken, and R.W. Sharpies (cited above) that lines II l,412bl-4
gave scholars cause to read opyctviKOV in the transmitted text as 'equipped with

13 Cf G Reale and A P Bos (1995) 288
14 This passage has usually also been interpreted in a hylomorphistic sense, as ifAristotle is talking

there about 'living bodies' of plants, animals and human beings Cf § 6 below
15 On this passage, which has been wrongly excluded from the modern editions of On the Soul, cf

§ 7 below and A P Bos,Hermes (2010)
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organs'. For after Aristotle has introduced the term opyctvtKOV for the first time,
the Greek text continues as follows:

412bl—4: 'The parts of plants are instruments too, though very simple ones:
e.g., the leaf protects the pericarp, and the pericarp protects the fruit (icapjroç);
the roots are analogous to the mouth, for both these draw in food' (W.S. Hett,
1936, 69 - with changes) - "Opyccvcc Se kcu xà tcov tpVTCOV pepi), àXXà navxeXâq
ànXâ, olov to tpv^Aov TiepiKctpTiiou aK£7icta|ict, to Se TteptKapjuov Kccpiroû.

eu Ôè piÇcu to» aTOgcm àvâXoyov. àjupco yàp stacet ttiv Tpotpriv -. This passage
undoubtedly persuaded many later readers that atopcc opyccviKOV must refer to
the body of a plant with its leaves and fruit as instrument/organ for protecting
the seeds/fruit, and just so to the body of animals and humans with their various
bodily parts.

But there is a problem with these four lines. They bring up the very notion
of 'fruit' (KccpTCOç) which Aristotle mentions in the same chapter as an example
of 'a body that possesses soul' (412b27).

And they immediately raise the question how 'the (anhomoiomerous)
instruments' of a plant, like the skin and the flesh of the fruit, are formed from the
seed of a parent plant. Aristotle is very keen on this. In On the Life-Bearing Spirit
4,483al2 he also attacks those who claim that breath is the most fundamental
system of life in all living beings, by asking how the lungs of a new animal or
human being are formed in an embryo that does not yet breathe - to jiev yàp
àvcaiveîv otccv à7io/a>0fj Tfjç Kuoucrnç, r\ 8' éiutpopà kcu i) Tpoqyr] kcu ^uviaTctgsvou
kcu ^vveaTTiKOTOç - (text A. Roselli 1992). A plant's roots and leaves, too, must
be produced by a soul-principle as entelechy. But this principle can only do so
in an indissoluble unity with an operative principle that is material.16 (Cf. Phys.

II 8,199b7-8: "Eti àvàyioi arcépiicc yevéaôcu rcpcyrov, àXXà jiti evÔvç xà Çœcc.) For
the real 'work' (ëpyov) of the vegetative soul is concoction (tcetteiv, Tpstpeiv).
And for this purpose the vegetative soul requires an instrument, and only later
'organs'. In On the Soul II 4,416b29 Aristotle calls this instrument 'vital heat'.
And he identifies this heat there as that which 'effects' (épyàÇeTcu) the typical
function of the vegetative soul, i.e. the concoction of food (cf. Spir. 9,485a28).

4 Who Is the Author of Lines 412bl-4?

We can certainly note that the proposition advanced in lines 412bl^4 seems
soundly Aristotelian. Aristotle talks repeatedly about leaves and fruits of plants.
And elsewhere in his work we also find him saying that the roots of a plant
are an equivalent of the mouth of animals and human beings. Precisely in On

16 For plants it can be said 'their psychical principle is corporeal and impeded in its motion'-ti tf|ç
\|A)XhÇ «pxh tw/'Acü Sdokwitoç eau tccà GCTpcncoOpq -,Part anun IV 10,686b23-7a6 This passage
shows that the fact that plants have their roots 'below' is due to their low quality soul principle
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the Soul II 4,416a4-5, when Aristotle discusses the vegetative soul-function and
criticizes Empedocles, he notes: 'the head in animals corresponds to the roots in
plants, if we are to identify and distinguish instruments by their function' - bXV
(0Ç fj K£(p«/d| XCOV ÇtÛCOV, OVXCOÇ CU plÇcU XCOV CpVXCOV, £1 %pT| TO. OpyCCVCC XéjeiV EXEpCC

Kcti xccvxà xoîç Epyoïç - (transi. W.S. Hett 1936, 89). And in Parts of Animals
IV 10,686b35-7al he says: ctl piÇcu xoîç cpvxoîç axojiccxoç kcu Kecpcx^fjç £%ovat
Ôuvagiv. Cf. On Youth l,468a9-ll: àvàÂoyov yàp eictiv ctl plÇcu xoîç (puxoîç Kctl

xo KaÂoi)|i£Vov axogct xoiç Çcootç and Inc. anim. 4,705b8.
In Physics II 8,199a23-26 he observes: 'By gradual advance in this direction

we come to see clearly that in plants too that is produced which is conducive to
the end - leaves, e.g. grow to provide shade for the fruit' - Kccxà giKpov 8' ouxcoç

TïpOlOVXl KCtl £V XOÎÇ CpVXOÎÇ CpCUVEXCU xà aVJICpEpOVXCC yiVOJiEVCX jtpoç xo xé^oç, olov
xà q>~b\\a xfjç xoû Kccpîtoû evekcc aKÉiniç - (transi. R.P. Hardie/R.K. Gaye, in J.

Barnes ed. vol. 1,340).
He continues in 199a26: 'If then it is both by nature and for an end that...

plants grow leaves for the sake of the fruit and send their roots down (not up)
for the sake of nourishment...' - "ßax' el (puaci x£ tcoieî kccI evskcc xov kccI xà
(puxà xà (puXXa £V£kcc xcov K«p7id)v Kai xàç plÇaç oùk àvco àXXà Kàxco evekcx xfjç
xpotpfji; - And in 199b9 he notes: 'Again, in plants, too we find that for the
sake of which, though the degree of organization is less' - "Exi kcu év xoîç (pvxoîç

Eveaxi xo eveKà xou, fixxov 8e ôiripOpcoxcti -.
So the content of lines 412bl^4 is soundly Aristotelian. Nevertheless, they

cannot be accepted as having been written by Aristotle himself in the place
where they now stand.17 In the argument which he has set out so far, Aristotle
cannot yet talk about plants and about bodies with instrumental parts. For all
genesis starts with the presence of homogeneous components (ogoiogepfi) on
the basis of the four sublunary elementary bodies. That is what his argument
has been about up till now.

In Generation of Animals II 1 Aristotle explained in detail that at the
moment of fertilization no part of the body of the new conspecific specimen
is present, but that all parts, as typical parts of a specimen of this particular
species, must be produced by the soul's instrumental body directed by the soul
as entelechy and as specific form. At the moment of copulation there is only
male semen and female menstrual fluid. The male semen consists evidently
of physical atopcc, but it possesses (potential) soul. The female menstrual
fluid also consists evidently of physical atopcc, and is 'that which receives soul'
(407b21; 414a24) (from the male semen) and subsequently possesses soul. The
KUTi|icc resulting from fertilization is a unity of 'natural atopcc and soul, and the
generative, nutritive function of the soul and its instrumental body is directly

17 G Picht (1987) 325 already noted "Der Satz über die Organe der Pflanzen ist lediglich eine
eingeschobene Anmerkung, die zeigen soll, dass und warum der Begriff "organischer Korper"
auch auf die Pflanzen angewendet werden kann Vermuthch handelt es sich um eme jener
eingeschobenen Randnotizen, wie sie uns im Text des Aristoteles öfter begegnen "
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operative m it At the moment of fertilization there is no question yet of non-
homogeneous components (avojioiojiepfj), like the leaves and roots of plants
and the hands and feet of a human being And 'natural body' cannot possibly
be explained as a living body of a plant, animal or human being Aristotle
always calls such a living body an 'ensouled body' But of the 'natural bodies'
he also says very simply m II l,412al3 that they are the principles of the other
(bodies)

Nor does omission of lines 412bl-4 affect the tram of thought of Aristotle's
argument We could even regard line 412a28 as concluding the construction of
Aristotle's definition of soul and could continue m 412b4 with el ôf) (withVX) ti
koivov as a summary of the entire preceding argument18

Lines 412bl-4 must therefore have been added by a reader or commentator
who supported the psychological view of Alexander of Aphrodisias

And the fact that there were such readers emerges very clearly from the
famous manuscript E (Pansmus gr 1853, from the 10th century), which is the
oldest manuscript m which On the Soul has been passed down, but which
contains m many parts an mtrigumgly different reading of the Greek text from
the majority of some eighty manuscripts In discussing this textual matter we
will have to bear m mind that according to M C Nussbaum (1992) 2 the text of
On the Soul is 'unusually corrupt'19

A Torstnk (1862) 124 states that m this manuscript (fol 187 bis, 1 15) there
is a note explaining the word ôpyccviKOV m the text of 412bl This note reads

"For the soul is not the first entelechy of fire, I mean the calorific power,
even if that is also a natural body But, because it is not furnished with organs,
the soul is not its entelechy opyctviKOV is what possesses organs, via which the
vital functions manifest themselves" - où yàp fj Tipoinj xoû rcvpoç èvxeÂéyeia

ÂéyCO ôlj fj 0£p|iCCVXtKTJ ÔVVCCJilÇ KCUXOl KCU XOVXO (pUCTIKOV eau acojicc àXV
ércel oùk ôpyaviKOV, oùk ecmv fj Tcpcony ccùxoû evxeÂéyeia ôpyccviKOV 8e

eaxt xo ë%ov opyccvcc Si' (bv ctl Kccxà xo Çfjv evepyetcu ylvovxcu - That is to say
this reader considered that Aristotle's words 'natural body' could be linked to
an elementary body, and specifically to vital heat But he himself believes that
Aristotle must be referring to a body equipped with organs And so he states
that xoioûxov m 412a28 is not a purely modifying demonstrative pronoun, but
a limiting one In his view, Aristotle means a 'natural body' which must also
be ôpyccviKOV, and therefore is not a simple body, but a body 'furnished with
organs' He seems to be led here by the text of Aristotle's On the Soul, but gives
it a fundamentally different meaning from the one intended by Aristotle and

18 As does RD Hicks (1907) 50, G Biehl/O Apelt (1926) 31,WS Hett(1936) 68, WD Ross (1956)
and (1961) A Jannone and E Barbotin (1966) read Se

19 For the manuscript tradition, see A Forster (1912), M de Corte (1933), P Siwek (1961) and

(1965), A Jannone and E Barbotin (1966) xav-xlv (who were not yet able to use P Siwek (1965),
but do sharply criticize the treatment of the manuscript tradition by WD Ross (1961) p xxv)
See now also PThillet (2005) 11-16, who was able to do justice to the work of P Siwek (1965)
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cancels out everything that Aristotle m his biological works had argued about
the genesis of living beings

The words which he uses öpyccvcc 81' <bv cd kcct« to Çtjv évépyeicci yivovxcci
can be clearly recognized as non-Aristotelian and m the style of Alexander of
Aphrodisias20 Note, too, that lines 412bl-4, which have been passed down m all
the manuscripts, can easily be read as a continuation of the lines quoted above
from the margin of the text

5. The Problem of the Two Versions of On the Soul

Above we already pointed out that there are two textual traditions of Aristotle's
On the Soul which cannot be explained as the result of ordinary copying errors
Most modern editions print a number of 'fragments' from manuscript E, m
particular from book II, which differ strikingly from the reading of the majority
of manuscripts Moreover, manuscript E is the oldest manuscript of De Anima
known to us and dates from the 10th century

In his 1862 text edition with critical commentary A Torstnk printed both
traditions underneath each other and argued that we are dealing with an earlier
and later redaction of On the Soul by Aristotle's own hand' In his view, the
differences point to improvements and qualifications by the author of the text
himself He writes m his Praefatio (p l) ea est earum recensionum auctontas
ut ea quae mutilata est et neglecta aut eodem jure sit Aristoteh adscnbenda quo
vulgata aut vero melius (cf 111, 113) A negative effect of this is that Torstrik
ascribes the earlier redaction to Aristotle too and so is forced to posit that it was
insufficiently clear or even erroneous The proposition that the two redactions
were made by Aristotle himself has not been adopted by other modern authors21

6. 'Natural Bodies' as Instruments of the Soul in II 4,415bl8

In connection with the problem of the two redactions of On the Soul we also
need to pay attention to the striking passage m On the Soul II 4,415bl8, where
Aristotle states categorically 'For all the natural bodies are instruments of
the soul ' - tcccvtcc yàp to. (pumice/. acogccTcc ttjç nn>%fiç öpyccvcc - Does Aristotle
perhaps mean there that the degree to which a combination of the four

20 Cf Alexander of Aphrodisias Mantissa 104 15 ecrav to Scvcxpei 'Çoyr\v e%ov to Scvcxpevov Çf|v
TOVTÊCTTTV TO £%OV OpyCCVCX JipOÇ TCXÇ KCXTCX TO Çf|V £V£py£UXÇ KCX1 £GUV 1CTOV TO ScVCXpei ÇûttlV £'/OV

tcû 'opycxvucov Cf also A mm. 16 2-4 crcopcxTOç ycxp Kca crcopcxTOç cpccriKOC oc yap t£%vikoc oiç
TO TOC aSpUXVTOÇ KCX1 (pCGXKOC 0C% CXTI/lOC OlÇ TO JICpOÇ aXXa CTOV0ÊTOC T£ KCX1 OpyCXVTKOC 24 6

jipoç Se tccç KGTCx TcxcTTiv evepyeuxç ypf|Tcxa toîç opycxviKOÎç pepecrv toc gcû[icxtoç For a critique on
the position of Alexander in Simplicius (9) InDeAmm Comm. cf M Perkams (2003)

21 Cf especially PSiwek (1965) 176-179
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sublunary elements is present in the 'body that receives the soul' determines
the quality and level of life that a certain living creature realizes? For instance
in the sense that a plant or tree has a soul-principle of which the soul-body
is predominantly earthy? And that a fish or another aquatic animal has a

soul-principle of which the soul-body contains water? And that a four-footed
mammal has a soul-principle of which the soul-body contains air? DidAristotle
take the principal distinctions in living nature somehow to correspond with the
distinction of the elements and their natural regions?22 But this brings us up
against the pressing problem that the relevant passage in On the Soul II 4 has

always been interpreted in an entirely different direction.

(A) The standard interpretation is: 'all bodies of living creatures are instruments
of soul.' R.D. Hicks (1907) 65 translates: 'for all the natural bodies are instruments
of soul: and this is as true of the bodies of plants as of those of animals.' He
explains on p. 343 that, according to the indications of John Philoponus, we
should read 'all natural bodies' as 'all natural living bodies'. Hicks refers to
II l,412all-15, 'where natural bodies are classified as animate and inanimate.
In fact atopcc is slipping into this narrower meaning in 412b26-3a4.' Hicks
has clearly felt that there is something strange about his view that Aristotle's
focus here is on living natural bodies. He is aware that Aristotle repeatedly
characterizes the elementary bodies as 'natural bodies'.

For this reason A. Torstrik (1862) 139 had proposed to correct (puaticà

aco|iccTcc to £|i\jn)%cc aco|iccTcc, believing that (puaticà atopcc-rcc also include the
elements and other non-living bodies ('haud dubie etiam elementa et inanima

corpora his verbis comprehendantur'). Hence Torstrik says: 'much better is kcu
jt&vto atopcc opyccvov tt) which is read by MS E.In this he sees a deliberate
correction and improvement of the text. But this 'improvement' is motivated by
the interpretation of On the Soul II 1 as hylomorphistic.

J.A. Smith in W.D. Ross (ed.), vol. 3 (1931) had: "all natural bodies are

organs of the soul. This is true of those that enter into the constitution of plants
as well as of those which enter into that of animals." (Likewise in J. Barnes ed.

(1984) vol. 1, 661.) Smith was apparently unwilling to identify 'natural bodies'
with the bodies of living creatures. But he is forced into a subterfuge, adding the
words 'cthat enter into the constitution:^, in order to make the transition from
elementary bodies to the living bodies of animals and plants.23

22 Cf Gener anim III ll,76lbl3-21 I have argued this position in A P Bos, Review ofMetaphysics
(2010)827-831

23 But it is unclear in Smith whether Anstotle describes the elementary bodies as 'instruments of
the soul' or the bodies of plants and animals See also P Gohlke (1947) 66,1 J M van den Berg
(1953) 109, J Tricot (1959) 88 "car tous les corps naturels <vivants>", WD Ross (1961) 229 A
Jannone and E Barbotin (1966) 39 "tous les corps naturels [vivants] sont de simples instruments
de l'âme", PThillet (2005) 115 "Tousles corps naturels, en effet, sont des instruments de l'âme,
c'est le cas des corps des animaux"A very free translation is M Bastit (1996) 32 "Tous les corps
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(B) I subjoin the following critical remarks:
(a) Everywhere else Aristotle uses the expression 'natural bodies' only in the
sense of 'elementary bodies'.24 And in On the Soul II l,412al2 he adds that the
natural bodies are the principles of other bodies. He also says in 412al3 that
'some natural bodies possess life but others do not.' In II 4,415b8 Aristotle talks
about the soul as the principle of 'the living body' - toû Çcovtoç acojictTOç - and
in 415bll about the soul as the principle of 'ensouled bodies' - tcov egij/uxcov
acogccTcov -. It is therefore impossible that 'natural bodies' in 415bl8 suddenly
means the same as 'living bodies'.

(b) We should consider, too, that this passage is obviously connected with
Aristotle's definition of the soul in On the Soul II 1, where Aristotle talks
about the necessity of a 'natural body' as atopcc opyctviKOV of the soul. The
entire tradition from Alexander of Aphrodisias onwards interpreted this as the
visible body 'equipped with organs'. But nowadays it is clear that this cannot
possibly be Aristotle's meaning. (Traditionally in Anim. II l,412a27-28 and also
412b5 'natural body' was taken to mean 'the body of a living plant, animal or
human being'.) However, as soon as the translation 'equipped with organs' for
opyctviKOV has been rejected as false, it might be recognized that Aristotle is

speaking about a special soul-body. On the Life-Bearing Spirit ch. 9 also shows

very clearly that Aristotle assumed an indissoluble unity between the soul and
its instrumental body.25 (That was one of the considerations which led to the
general rejection of the treatise as spurious.)

Could it not be, then, that the tradition has forced the text of II 4,415bl8
into a Procrustean bed owing to the reinterpretation of Aristotle's theory of
soul by Alexander of Aphrodisias, and that Aristotle actually means here: 'All
elementary (natural) bodies are instruments of the soul'?26

dotés d'une nature organique sont les instruments de l'âme", D W Hamlyn (1968) 18 with his

commentary on p 96 "It cannot be said that the sense in which the soul is the end is very clear "
He notes that the words 'instruments for soul' should not be taken in the sense that the soul uses
these instruments For the soul is final cause here and there is no question of the soul 'acting
as agent' This statement by Hamlyn is at odds with Aristotle's definition of the soul (properly
understood) and with Arum I 3,407bl3-26 and Spir 9,485a30-bl5 M Ransome Johnson (2005)
75 translates in 415bl6 'animate bodies' and in 415bl8 'natural bodies', but takes these again as

'natural bodies of animals' and plants
24 Cf A P Bos (2003) 74-78
25 Arist Spir 9,485b6-15 Cf A P Bos and R Ferwerda (2008) 177-180 The authenticity of De

Spiritu has been defended also by P Macfarlane (2007)
26 See R Polansky (2007) 210 "the natural bodies utilized by soul need hardly thus be restricted to

bodies of animals and plants the claim is for all natural bodies - since nonhving natural bodies
can also serve as instruments for soul " Note, too, that Aristotle is arguing in this passage that
nature, hke the mind, works with a view to a goal This goal of nature is the mature specimen of
a kind which is capable of reproduction Pace D W Hamlyn, the soul for Anstotle is always the
immanent productive principle (Gener arum II l,735a2A),but as immaterial formal principle
the soul can only produce thanks to the 'instrumental body' with which it is inextricably hnked
So Anstotle is probably saying here 'all four sublunary elements are instruments of the soul,
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We might then consider that Aristotle is already working here on his own
alternative to the theories criticized in I 5,411a7-b30, and that, instead, he
related differences in quality of life to differences in the quality of the mixture
of îtveûgct with these elements.

If that is the case it becomes evident that Aristotle's use of the notion of an
'instrument' in On the Soul I 3,407b25-26, II1,412a28 and b6,and in II 4,415b7
and bl8 provides the necessary explanation of the difference in quality of life,
an explanation which is given nowhere else. Living beings differ through the
quality of their vital functions (epyct) and these functions need an instrumental
body which is adequate. An instrument which may be used for the process of
concoction is not at the same time adapted to sense-perception or locomotion.

However, in that case the reading we find in E cannot be attributed to
Aristotle himself, but is the result of a revision influenced by Alexander of
Aphrodisias' interpretation of On the Soul II l.27

Thus the text of On the Soul repeatedly gives cause to suspect that the
reading of the text has been influenced by its interpretation. The fact that
many readers after Alexander of Aphrodisias took it for granted that Aristotle
was referring to the concrete, anhomoiomerous, visible body has probably
sometimes encouraged the addition of the article before 'body' in the Greek
text.28

Remarkable, too, is what happens in MS E with the passage in I l,402a25-26.
An overwhelming majority of the manuscripts reads there: ëri 8è Jioxepov xcov

év ôuvdgei övtcov r\ gâ/Aov evxeAeyeid xtç. But E uniquely reads there: r\ govov
évxe^£%£ià xtç. This reading cannot possibly be an unfortunate slip of the pen.
The E reading does not accept that Aristotle is posing the dilemma that the soul
either belongs to matters which are in potency or it does not. The author of E
reads govov because he identifies the distinction 'in potency' and 'in act' with the
distinction between 'first entelechy' and 'second entelechy'. Hence his answer
to the question 'does the soul (also) belong to what is in potency, or is it only
entelechy?' is categorical: the soul is not just entelechy, but is also in potency!

However, the writer is not voicing Aristotle's view here, but that of his

reinterpreter Alexander o f Aphrodisias.

and this applies to the instrumental bodies of the soul of both plants and animals'That is to say
the soul of a plant, too, accomplishes 'work' of its own, the conversion of food into parts of the

living body, and the plant soul needs an 'instrumental body' for this
27 WD Ross (1956) 211 also observed more agreement between Alexander's text and this new

version of book II in MS E than with the other reading of book II
28 Eg Arum I l,403a6,a9,al6,P/zy5 VII 2,244bl2 (cf Top IV5,125bl6)
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7. Did On the Soul II 4,415b7 also disappear through Revision of the Text
under the Influence of Alexander of Aphrodisias?

We also note that m On the Soul II 4,415b7 a number of manuscripts pass down
an extra sentence of which we argued earlier that it cannot be by any other
author than Aristotle himself

415b6-8 <It is> identical not numerically but specifically <For that reason
the seed of animals and plants is an instrument of their soul > It is the soul that
is the cause and first principle of the living body ' - translation W S Hett (1936)
85-87 with changes

The Greek text reads m the edition of A Jannone and E Barbotm (1966)
39, if we add the extra sentence kcu ôiccgévei ouk ccuto àXV olov ccuto Api0|ia>

|i£V oi)% £V, ei'Ôei 8' ev <eaxi Aionep to arcépiicc tcov Çcûcov kcu (purcov öpyccvov écm

xfjç yo%fjç> "Eaxi 8è f] toû Çcovtoç acojiccTOç ccmcc kcu àp%r\, etc
The sentence may have been lost through parablepsis But the fact that

the sentence was not reinstated m the other manuscripts will certainly have
been partly due to the incompatibility of its content with the hylomorphistic
interpretation of On the Soul which had become prevalent since Alexander of
Aphrodisias29
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